IN-MAJOR GPA

In-major GPA is now accessible in Navigate by clicking on the arrow next to Cumulative GPA on the student’s overview tab. In-major GPAs are only available for students who are in a degree granting major. In the event a student has multiple majors and/or concentrations only one in-major GPA is returned which is the primary major. In the event a specific in-major GPA is required, DARS should be used.

NEW CATEGORIES

New categories have been added to Navigate which include: Applied for Degree, Non-Resident Alien, Race, Underrepresented Minority. Definitions of these categories can be found HERE.

Top user within the platform for the month of March 2019 is Ryan Underwood from Computer Science with the most active days in the platform!

READING DAY AND FINAL EXAMS

During Reading Day and Final Exams, students cannot make an appointment with you during the times they would have class. Banner does not recognize it is Reading Day or Final Exams, therefore the platform still believes they are attending classes during this time. You as the advisor and/or a staff person can override that in Navigate.
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